IT Policy Advisory Committee – Feb. 6, 2007
Suggestions for follow-up on input from the Fall 2006 ITPAC Forums

1. An ongoing channel for campus input regarding information and instructional technology policy, such as a periodic or continuing online forum. Keep the dialogue going. Staffing is needed to maintain and monitor the forum and to collate input.

2. Regular and recurring forums, perhaps held as a pair once a year. Staffing is needed.

3. Focus groups on topics raised at this round forums, as well as on areas of interest provided by Executive Council.

4. A broad-based campus survey on information technology policy to supplement the information gathered at the forums and focus group

5. A systematic method (matrix, protocol) for moving the input to appropriate campus action group.

6. A public space for reporting back to the campus community on progress on the issues raised at the IT forums, perhaps a webpage or discussion board or blog.

7. Refer to existing standing committee (IT) to integrate forum feedback into current processes.